China Huarong Asset Management Co., Ltd.

With the approval of the State Council of P.R.C, China Huarong Asset Management Co., Ltd. (China Huarong) was co-founded by the Ministry of Finance and China Life Insurance (Group) Company as a large state-owned non-banking financial institution on 12th October, 2012 after its stock restructuring scheme. It was evolved from China Huarong Asset Management Corporation, which was a policy-directed financial NPL disposal institution established on 19th October, 1999 and one of the four Chinese AMCs. After the stock restructuring, China Huarong has been transformed into a full financial market player.

China Huarong is the largest financial asset management corporation in China. As of 2012, its assets totaled over RMB 300 billion. It has 32 branches and sub-branches, forming a network covering 30 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions across the country. It has developed itself into a state-owned financial holding group, with 11 subsidiaries, including Huarong Xiangjiang Bank, Huarong Securities, Huarong International Trust, Huarong Financial Leasing, Rongde Asset Management, Huarong Yufu Capital, Huarong Futures, Huarong Real Estate, Huarong Zhiyuan Investment & Management, Huarong Huitong Asset Management and Huarong International Holdings (Hong Kong) to provide a package of financial services varied from asset management, banking, securities, trust, financial leasing, investment, funds, futures, and real estate, etc.

Maintaining the unconventional and leapfrog development momentum, China Huarong has doubled its profit for four consecutive years. For the first time in 2012, its pre-provision profit exceeded RMB 10 billion in history, with RMB 12 billion up by 140% year-on-year. In 2009, it realized RMB 0.82 billion profit with a yearly growth rate of 104%. In 2010, its profit was up to RMB 2.02 billion, up by 147%. In 2011, its profit reached RMB 5.05 billion, with an annual growth rate of 148%. China Huarong will take its next step to introduce outstanding strategic investors and go public as a group both at home and abroad, and exert itself to develop into a modern international financial holding group by maintaining the competitiveness in its key business line and providing comprehensive and diversified services in line with the market needs.
CCPIT Zhejiang Sub-Council

Established in 1959, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Zhejiang Sub-council (hereinafter abbreviated as CCPIT Zhejiang) is the biggest foreign trade and economic co-operation promotion organization, consisting of famous personages, enterprises, associations or institutions in the economic and trade field of Zhejiang Province, P. R. China. In July, 1985 the Sub-council became an independent organization directly under the leadership of Zhejiang Provincial Government and China Council for the Promotion of International Trade (CCPIT). The Chairman is responsible for the day-to-day work of CCPIT Zhejiang, which is composed of five divisions, the International Relations Division, the Membership Affairs Division; the International Exhibition Division; and the Legal Service Division and the Administrative Office. CCPIT Zhejiang has also been known as China Chamber of International Commerce (CCHIC) Zhejiang Chamber of Commerce since 1988. The CCPIT Zhejiang Mediation Center, which was set up in February 1995, is an affiliate of CCPIT Zhejiang.

The leading body of CCPIT Zhejiang is composed of committee members from different provincial government departments of foreign affairs, foreign trade and economic cooperation, science and technology, judiciary, culture and education, media, etc as well as the representatives of CCPIT municipal branches in the province. CCHIC Zhejiang Chamber of Commerce (hereinafter abbreviated as Zhejiang ICC) is comprised of executive director, who are outstanding entrepreneurs from large or medium-sized enterprises with state, private or mixed-ownerships in the areas of import-export business, manufacturing industry, financial service and other tertiary industries. The congress has the highest authority over the organization, by which the chairman and vice chairmen are elected. In January 2007, 23 well-known entrepreneurs in the province were elected and added as vice chairmen of Zhejiang ICC.

As stimulated in the constitution of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, CCPIT Zhejiang, Zhejiang ICC has also invited honorary Chairman, senior advisers and special advisers. At the end of 2007, CCPIT Zhejiang and Zhejiang ICC has signed cooperative agreements with 44 oversea trade and economic cooperation promotion organizations and chambers of commerce in the world.
CCPIT Ningxia Sub-Council

China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Ningxia Sub-Council is a local foreign economic and trade organization established by celebrities, enterprises and groups within Ningxia foreign economic and trade in 1983. Its English abbreviation is NXCCPIT.

Ningxia Expo Bureau is co-located with CCPIT Ningxia Sub-Council, established for China-Arab States Economic and Trade Forum and other important activities such as investment, trade fairs approved by People’s Government of Ningxia.

Ningxia Expo Bureau(NXCCPIT) is the largest organization for the promotion of foreign affairs and economic in Ningxia. With the service-oriented culture, Ningxia Expo Bureau(NXCCPIT) promotes trade by providing exhibition, training, information and International commercial legal services, which help enterprises of Ningxia to explore overseas market.
Jiaxing Municipal Bureau of Commerce

Jiaxing Municipal Bureau of Commerce is one of the city's government departments, it is responsible for the city's commerce orders, its functions include:

• Be responsible for the establishment of city's circulation industry promotion system
• Be responsible for the promotion and development of the commodity market and the market of agricultural products
• Be responsible for establishing and perfecting the emergency management mechanism of the market supply of daily necessities
• To promote credit in the business field
• enhance links and cooperation between municipal government and business communities
• organize promotional activities to boost trade and investment
• attract new businesses to locate in Jiaxing
• oversees FDI，M&A and foreign trade
• provide business advisory services
• promote regional industrial development
• work to retain the existing business and industries
• release related government policy and information
• help foreign distributors to find suppliers and manufacturers
• assist foreign-invested companies expanding business
• organize local manufacturers to participate in all kinds of exhibitions
• encourage and help local enterprise to go abroad and develop globally
CCPIT Jiaxing Branch

China Council for the Promotion of International Trade (CCPIT) Jiaxing Branch is a local subsidiary of CCPIT. CCPIT Jiaxing Branch concurrently, China Chamber of International Commerce (CCOIC) Jiaxing Chamber of Commerce, is a non-governmental trade promotion organization with participants from institutions, enterprises, celebrities, and government department concerned. Our mission statement is as follows:

In accordance with relevant laws, regulations, and policies of the People’s Republic of China, to actively enhance all forms of international business cooperation such as trade, investment, and technology transfer with non-governmental business institutions of all countries and regions while promoting the understanding and friendship between the people of Jiaxing and people of other countries and regions.
Shanghai Yuanfu Investment& Management CO., LTD

Shanghai Yuanfu Investment& Management CO., LTD (Shanghai House-Selling Union Co. Ltd.) is engaged in industrial investment, tourism, commercial real estate investment and development, planning, marketing, leasing, purchase and integration of non-performing assets, office rental and commercial housing, vacant housing sales agents, idle assets replacement, liquidation of business, and is also products sales agent of chime stone crafts series which has three thousand years of history and culture (the treasure of China). The company has the independent brand trademark of Qingshi and Qing Yun Shan, and dozens of other patent products. We have a full range of professionals in our management and operation team to ensure the successful operation of investment projects.

Our company has set a cash deposit for investment risks, and we will be responsible for the operation of the project and bear the investment risks. With the investment partner participate in supervision and control of the project funds, independent accounting mode and combination of all resources including projects, capital and management experience; we can form a powerful alliance with our partners.
Beijing Dacheng Law Offices

Beijing Dacheng Law Offices (“Dacheng”) was founded in 1992 and is one of the oldest and largest law firms organized in partnership in China. Dacheng’s practice includes both litigation and non-litigation areas. Dacheng has been a leading law firm with rich experience and successful projects in foreign investment, cross-border mergers and acquisitions, international engineering contracting, private equity, project financing, anti-dumping & countervailing, dispute resolution and other important sectors.

Until the end of 2012, Dacheng has a total number of 2441 partners and lawyers. Dacheng has 39 domestic branches, covering all the provinces except Tibet and 7 overseas branches, including New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Paris and Singapore.

In 2009, Dacheng, as the only member in China, joined the World Services Group (WSG) which is the largest independent professional service organization for companies and enterprises, comprising top-notch law firms, accountancy firms, investment companies and financial institutions.

With our eight advantages, namely scale of economy, global coordination, multilingual services, tailor-made expertise, 24-hour operation, value-add services, business opportunity and regulatory update and cost control, we are able to assist the client in realizing its commercial objectives while reducing the legal risks to the largest extent.
Harbin High&New Tech Development Zone

Harbin High&New Tech Development Zone is a state-level development zone engaged in establishing good environment for manufacturing companies, attracting R&D companies, and incubation of small enterprises. The administrative committee of Harbin High and New Technology Development Zone is commissioned by Harbin municipal government to be in charge of economic affairs of the zone.

Harbin High-tech Zone has one finished industry park (12km²) and a planned area of 130km² Harbin Science & Technology park (HSP) for R&D and industry development. HSP is now under construction with the aim to get together human resources, research institutes and innovative enterprises. There are R&D centers, Incubator centers, technology transfer bases and service areas in the HSP. The Industry Park attaches great importance to sectors such as new material, new energy and IT industry.

The committee is mainly engaged in investment promotion activities free of charge such as: Introduction of local market and competitive advantages, business consulting, investment match-making partners, approval procedures of enterprises, reception and accommodation arrangement.
Harbin Great Eastern New Material Technology Co., Ltd

Harbin Great Eastern New Material Technology Co., Ltd., established in 2006, is specialized in the production, processing, research and development of high-tech environmental-friendly packaging materials, design and development of packaging equipment, and enjoys National High-Tech Enterprises treatment. It has occupied an important position in the area of vacuum aluminum plating, green printing as well as cigarette packaging and has occupied 10% of the market share in cigarette packaging industry in China.

The company, covering an area of 15,000 square meters, is located in the National High-tech Industrial Development Zone, Daoli District of Harbin City and enjoys convenient transportation.

With unremitting efforts in development and technological innovation in the past seven years, the company now owns a registered International trademark, a key technological research project, and more than 20 patents. In September 20th 2010, we were given the ISO9001: 2008 quality management system certification for the design, development, production and service for tipping paper, aluminized paper and aluminizer. Currently the annual output exceeded 30,000 tons.
CCPIT Department of Legal Affairs

The CCPIT Department of Legal Affairs (DLA) is one of the important functional departments of CCPIT/CCOIC. It comprises Office for Certification & Authentication, ATA Office, Conciliation Center, Legal Counsel Office, Department for Average Adjustment, Office for Service Development, and in addition, an office in Shenzhen.

In pursuance of the consistent CCPIT/CCOIC purpose of promoting the development of China foreign economic relations and trade, propelling the economic and technological cooperation between China and foreign countries and serving enterprises at home and abroad, the CCPIT Department of Legal Affairs has been providing domestic and foreign enterprises with legal services, including certification and authentication, ATA Carnet, Mediation, legal counseling, average adjustment, etc., gaining wide acclaim from Chinese and foreign business communities for its fair-mindedness and authoritatively. The department has been submitting legislative proposals to the government and state legislative body and working towards expanding Chinese enterprises foreign exchanges and strengthening their international ties, thus making an important contribution in these respects.
China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission

China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission (CIETAC) is well known in the world. It is also the earliest and the biggest arbitration institution in China. CIETAC independently and impartially resolves commercial and trade disputes by means of arbitration.

With its headquarters in Beijing, CIETAC also has three specialized committees, which are the Expert Consultation Committee, the Case Edition Committee and the Arbitrator Qualification Review Committee and 9 departments. CIETAC has sub-commissions in Tianjin and Chongqing, South China and Shanghai Office of CIETAC Secretariat in Shenzhen and Shanghai. In order to satisfy the demands of business, the CIETAC also established 26 liaison offices in different regions and specific business sectors to provide parties with convenient arbitration advice. There is a special committee for specific business sectors within CIETAC. It acts as a specialized organization for communicating with related sectors and promoting arbitration and a specific arbitration center to resolve disputes of specific business sectors based on authorization.

CIETAC develops alternative dispute resolution beside of arbitration concurrently. With its emphasis on commercial arbitration, CIETAC has fostered a diversified, dynamic and interdependent service system for multiple dispute resolution.